Engaging audiences in the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope
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Online Workshop Presenters

- Alexandra Lockwood, PhD, Space Telescope Science Institute
- Christopher Britt, PhD, Space Telescope Science Institute
- Yesenia Perez, Space Telescope Science Institute

Recording of the Online Workshop on Vimeo

- https://vimeo.com/545330159

Online Workshop Resources

NISE Network Resources

- Compilation of James Webb Space Telescope resources: https://www.nisenet.org/webb
- May the 4th/Star Wars Day compilation of activities: https://www.nisenet.org/sciencefiction
- Upcoming online workshop Tuesday, June 8th 2pm Eastern: Reconnect and re-engage with the NISE Network – an overview of projects and time to reconnect: https://www.nisenet.org/events/online-workshop/online-workshop-reconnect-and-re-engage
- List of all NISE Network Online Workshops: http://nisenet.org/event-type/online-workshop

Additional Resources

- Webb Space Telescope Community Events: https://outerspace.stsci.edu/display/WSTCE
  - The above link includes information for all of the following:
    - NASA-supported opportunity (applications are due May 16, 2021)
    - Space Telescope Science Institute compilation of Webb telescope resources (scroll to the bottom of the page)
    - Requesting a subject matter expert (SME) for your Webb event
- James Webb Space Telescope information
  - Background: https://webbtelescope.org/
  - About the mission: https://jwst.nasa.gov
  - Resources in Spanish: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/recursos-en-espanol
  - Pumpkin carving template based on Webb: https://jwst.nasa.gov/content/features/spacePumpkin.html
- James Webb Space Telescope Deployment Animation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpVz3UrSsE4
- Space Telescope Science Institute: https://www.stsci.edu
- NASA’s View Space: https://www.viewspace.org
- NASA’s Universe of Learning: https://www.universe-of-learning.org
- Museum & Informal Education Alliance - https://informal.jpl.nasa.gov/museum/
  - Chat online with other NISE Network partners using the Explore Science: Earth & Space toolkits online Ryver forum https://www.nisenet.org/blog/post/chat-online-other-nise-network-partners-using-explore-science-earth-space-toolkits-online

**Staying Connected to the NISE Network**

- Upcoming NISE Net online workshops: https://www.nisenet.org/events
- Subscribe to the monthly newsletter: https://www.nisenet.org/newsletter
- Follow #nisenet on social networking: https://www.nisenet.org/social
- Contact your Regional Hub Leader with questions: https://www.nisenet.org/contact
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